EDL M.Ed. Program Alternative

The Educational Leadership (EDL) program faculty requires the following criteria to be used instead of the criteria (a), (b), or (c) in Policy 2160.3 for evaluating nominees for Associate Graduate Faculty membership in teaching.

Associate Graduate Faculty membership may be granted to nominees who meet all of the following criteria:

a. Completion of a master’s, education specialist, or terminal degree in Educational Leadership, Educational Administration, or related fields and have earned teaching and administrative licenses.

b. Experience in leading educational organizations or experience in providing professional development in educational organizations (i.e., PK-12 schools, higher education, and education support organizations).

c. Completion of professional activities that include professional or scholarly conference presentations and/or speaking engagements pertaining to educational topics within the past 5 years.

An Associate Graduate Faculty membership requires a nominee’s CV, transcript, and licenses as evidence in evaluating the criteria above.

EDL Ed.S. Program Alternative Criteria

The Educational Leadership (EDL) program faculty requires the following criteria to be used instead of the criteria (a), (b), or (c) in Policy 2160.3 for evaluating nominees for Associate Graduate Faculty membership in teaching.

Associate Graduate Faculty membership may be granted to nominees who meet all of the following criteria:

a. Completion of an education specialist or terminal degree in Educational Leadership, Educational Administration, or related fields and have earned teaching and administrative licenses.

b. Experience in leading educational organizations or experience in providing professional development in educational organizations (i.e., PK-12 schools, higher education, and education support organizations).

c. Completion of professional activities that include professional or scholarly conference presentations and/or speaking engagements pertaining to educational topics within the past 5 years and provide evidence of a broad-based publication (i.e., district/school newsletter, newspaper column, editorial, professional association article, etc.) within the past 5 years.

An Associate Graduate Faculty membership requires a nominee’s CV, transcript, licenses, and a broad-based publication sample as evidence in evaluating the criteria above.